Effect of intense pulsed light on the treatment of facial pigmentation caused by burn.
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Abstract

Objective: To observe and analyse the effect of intense pulsed light on facial pigmentation caused by burn.
Methods: From January 2015 to May 2017, 42 patients with facial pigmentation caused by burn enrolled in our hospital were collected. All of them received intense pulsed light therapy by the way of BEAUTYFLASH NP-LTSS produced by General Project Company and the efficacy of treatment was observed and analysed.
Results: All cases were followed up after receiving intense pulsed light treatment and the result showed that the effective ratio in the patients was 80.24% in one month, 88.10% in 3 months, and 95.24% in one year. During the treatment, 2 patients experienced erythema and pain in skin of treatment area with mild symptoms that resolve spontaneously without special handling; 1 patient of blister who was healed up by implement of debridement and wound dressing and constantly treated with intense pulse light after stability and it turned out to be no conditions like hyper pigmentation or scar formation.
Conclusion: For patients with post-burn facial hyperpigmentation, the intense pulse light treatment program is effective, safe and reliable in fading the facial pigmentation caused by burn.
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areas namely the 35 mm × 25 mm and the 20 mm × 10 mm, and had a contact cooling system meanwhile. The temperature of probe and pulse-width were 5°C and 5 ms, and the energy density was 14 J/cm²-30 J/cm². In the operating steps, the relevant operators and patients must wear the special protective glasses strictly. During the treatment process, it was no need to carry out anesthesia or use the lidocaine cream. Every three weeks, the patients were given one treatment with five times as a course, the time of whole face treatment for doctor to master was ranged from 15 min to 20 min, each treatment was implemented twice, while the second was in a lower energy density than the first one. At the more sensitive position, such as mandible and eyelid or other parts, only one time treatment was enough. For the relatively narrow area, the spot area with 20 mm × 10 mm will be used. After the preparatory work has been completed, the treatment probe was placed at the area behind patients’ ear or at the upper area of the mandibular with gradual compression, the reaction state of the skin was observed carefully through the launch of spot and at this basis energy parameter was reasonably adjusted to slight congestion of the skin and disappearance of slight pain [6-8]. With this parameter, the treatment was successively implemented and required to ensure uniform illumination during this period without omission. Under normal conditions, the number of treatments were about 6. After treatment, ion spray machine was used to take 15 min cold spray and moisturizing mask for external use. The patients were guided to carry out the scientific care after the treatment and they would be advised to have a reasonable diet with the photosensitive drugs prohibited. Common medicine has been taken orally, and the patients were told to take serious sunscreen in the case of going out.

**Observation index**

To observe and analyse the treatment effect of patients in one month, three months, and the effective ratio of them in one year. The criteria for evaluation include healed completely, marked effect, efficient and inefficient. Among them, the evaluation criteria of the healed is that the original pigmentation completely disappeared in the diseased parts, and have no significant differences compared with the surrounding healthy skin; the evaluation criteria of the marked effect is that the pigmentation area of the affected area has a shrinkage over seventy percent, and the remaining pigment has a significant improvement and became shallow; the evaluation criteria of the efficient is that the original pigmentation area of the affected area has a shrinkage ranging from 30 percent to 70 percent, and the pigment appears to be lighter but the skin color is not to be normal; the evaluation criteria of the inefficient is that all above indicators have no change anymore.

**Statistical analysis**

SPSS21.0 software was used for data processing and analysis. The count data were expressed by (n, %), and tested by Chi-square, and the measurement data were described as mean ± SD and tested by t, only p<0.05 suggested the difference had statistical significance.

**Results**

**General information of patients before treatment**

The relevant data of patients before treatment was shown in Table 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Depth of burn</th>
<th>The degrees of pigmentation before treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The effects of patients after being treated for 1 month and 3 months**

As is shown in Table 2 below, after receiving intense pulsed light treatment and the result showed the effective ratio of the patients was 80.24% in one month, 88.10% in 3 months with good results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Healed</th>
<th>Marked effect</th>
<th>Efficient</th>
<th>Inefficient</th>
<th>Overall effective rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The overall effective ratio of patients followed up after one year**

As is shown in Table 3 below, all cases were followed up after receiving treatment and the result showed the effective ratio of the patients was 95.24% in one year. During the treatment, there were 2 cases in which erythema and pain appeared in skin of treatment area with mild symptoms that resolve spontaneously without special handling; 1 case of blister who was healed up by implement of debridement and wound dressing and constantly treated with intense pulse light after
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stability and it turned out to be no conditions like hyperpigmentation or scar formation.

Table 3. The overall effective ratio of patients followed up after one year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Healed</th>
<th>Marked effect</th>
<th>Efficient</th>
<th>Inefficient</th>
<th>Overall effective rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>95.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

After the face being burned, it is easy to have pigmentation problems, including pigmentation, scar hypertrophy, scar contracture deformity and other conditions. During this period, it is more likely to suffer pigmentation when compared to other problems. The conventional methods for the treatment mostly are invasive treatment, and the effect is not satisfactory [9-17]. For the mechanism of post-burn facial pigmentation, there is no uniform view about it, majority of people think that serious metabolic problems will be happened on the burned facial skin due to the inflammation, physical and chemical factors and skin nutrition imbalance, and the melanocytes release the melanosome at the same time, through the melanocytic cells in the process of phagocytosis, they are gathered in the burned area and make the skin color change [18]. At the same time, the circulation of the skin is blocked and the blood flow state is obstructed, blood stagnation and other factors, which are the component factors of the pigmentation.

With the continuous improvement of the medical technology, the strong pulse light (IPL) treatment was applied more in the treatment of facial pigmentation after burns [19,20]. The principle of this technology is that after the wavelength of light was selective absorbed by the skin, and then starts the photopyrolysis reaction, finally carry out and complete the treatment at the pigmentation skin without any pain or injury. The strong pulsed light can selectively destroy melanin and oxygenated hemoglobin, while help the fibrous cells to play its role on collagen formation, and then the melanin grains will be broken by patients’ own phagocyte or be excreted by metabolism. In addition, strong pulse light can also effectively promote the microcirculation of skin tissue improved, and to eliminate the abnormal pigmentation. In this study, all 42 cases were followed up after receiving intense pulsed light treatment and the result showed the effective ratio of the patients was 80.24% in one month, 88.10% in 3 months, and 95.24% in one year; during the treatment, fewer adverse reactions had appeared. There were 2 cases in which erythema and pain appeared in skin of treatment area with mild symptoms that resolve spontaneously without special handling; 1 case of blister who was healed up by implement of debridement and wound dressing and constantly treated with intense pulse light after stability and it turned out to be no conditions like hyperpigmentation or scar formation. Therefore, the intense pulsed light therapy has a relatively ideal effect of the patients. During the treatment of the application of intense pulse light, we should pay attention to: The therapist should be well experienced, for a certain technical content was required in this operation, and choosing relevant parameters featured a scientificity and flexibility. Secondary burn problems will be happened at the treated skin if set unsuitable parameters. Therefore, to avoid such condition, continuous cooling device should be in preparation. At the same time, in order to effectively avoid the problems such as eye burns and the beam of light directly to the eye, both therapists and patients should wear goggles during the operation. In addition, before the commencement of specific treatment, therapists should have a seriously understanding of contraindications of patients so that to ensure the safety of treatment.

Conclusion

In a summary, the therapy plan of the intense pulse light to post-burn facial pigmentation patients can get good results. This measure is convenient, safe and reliable, it also can reduce the incidence of complications, and help patients resume work and normal life as soon as possible. At the same time, this therapy plan has the best effect when used in early days with the wound healed. The application of intense pulse light treatment plan is worth being popularized and applied.
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